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About GeoRide
“When my motorcycle was stolen in 2017 despite 
several classic locks,  I decided to invent the future of 
motorcycles.”



Thomas Chambon, known as Walane on Youtube, has 
just created GeoRide. After a few adventures and a lot 
of work, GeoRide is determined to shake up the 
archaic world of motorcycling. !




The objective? Improve the daily lives of 
motorcyclists and their loved ones by bringing 
them more peace of mind and security.



How ? By creating a complete and connected 
solution that links the rider to his motorcycle. With 
GeoRide, any rider can have his motorcycle in his 
pocket, no matter where he is.
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GPS TRACKER

connected alarm

crash detector

Specially designed for the motorcycle

Silent and remote-controlled sire

With emercency services auto-call
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thethe CONCEPTCONCEPTgeoride



Locate in real time
Enjoy precise localization thanks to a position 
updated every second for real time tracking.

With the Replay Mode, you can fully relive your 
trips : from speed to incline, including the 
weather.


Replay your trips

GPS TRACKER
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GeoRide lets you know when it's time to 
check your tire pressure, lubricate your 
motorcycle chain or to do any recurrent 
service on your bike.


Track Your Maintenance
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Share the access to 
your application
Your loved ones can follow your 
journeys and also receive a notification 
when you arrive at your destination.



At the slightest movement of your 
motorcycle, you are instantly warned 
by a notification or a phone call.

CONNECTED

ALARM
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Notification or call
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After an alert, you can trigger your anti-theft siren 
remotely, howling up to 130 dB. You can set the 
siren to automatically activate at the slightest jerk.

Remote-controlled Siren



CRASH

DETECTOR

Self-Sufficient
GeoRide functions on its own and have 
multi-operator coverage.


Reliable
GeoRide’s sensors allow for precise and 
high-performance crash detection.
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GeoRide Crash Alert  



Emergency Call
How does it work ? 

1

2

3

Thanks to the integrated 
gyroscope, GeoRide detects that 
the motorcycle has been on its 
side for a short period of time.

Available 24/7, our assistance service 
calls you 3 times to find out about your 
state of health.

The emergency services will contact 
you right away. If you are not able to 
answer and that your bike is still not 
moving, a emergency team will be 
dispatch to your location to rescue 
you.

Crash detected

Check-up

Emergency response
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The badge allows you to 
activate or deactivate 
protection automatically 
when you are near the 
motorcycle.

4G LTE-M technology 
allows for optimal 
operation in most 
underground areas.

Proximity Badge

GeoRide continuously 
protects your motorcycle 
even after several 
months without riding it.

Improved range

GeoRide is the only anti-
theft device to have a 
fully remote-controllable 
siren.

Remote-controlled 
Siren

Underground 
coverage

New Features
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The new Galileo 
constellation developed by 
the European Union allows 
for very high precision 
localization. 

Useful for motorcycles 
without a battery. 
Recharge your GeoRide 
via USB cable and 
protect your motorcycle 
without using any wires.

Eco ModeGalileo Constellation 

GeoRide is the only 
GPS Tracker to have 
a unique hybrid 
communication 
system.

Anti-jamming

The housing is resistant 
to dust and water splash.

IP54 Water 
resistance 

New Features
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Designed, manufactured and assembled in France.

389$

69$

GeoRide 3 Proximity Badge Anti-theft 
Siren

Connected 
magnet Battery cable

USB 
cable

* one year of subscription included.
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Prices



KEY NUMBERS

GeoRide statistics

Of motorcycle equiped 
with GeoRide are 
recovered.

88%

Bikes retrieved in less 
than 2 hours.

7/ 10 + 36 000 likes

Everywhere on earth

400+ retailers
cumulés sur TikTok depuis 
le lancement de la chaîne 
fin août

GeoRide users are all over the planet 
including in countries like Franc,e 
Canada, Spain, the United States, Italy 
and many more!

to enable riders to have protected and 
connected vehicles wherever they are.

On GeoRide Social Media.

+ de 23 000 

 Followers
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Contact

WEBSITE
georide.com

MAIL
geoffrey@georide.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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